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PREFACE
Beth Sellars, Curator
Generativity is the last exhibition to occur in the magical
architecture of Suyama Space. Fifty-four site-specific
installations have preceded Fernanda D’Agostino’s
installation. Nineteen years ago, we did not anticipate
initiating a program of gallery programming, but intended
only to stage a “one-off” exhibition to expose Seattle to the
work of New York artist Lynne Yamamoto. Soon however,
that exhibit evolved into a program catalyst for artists to
reach beyond their previous work and investigate innovative,
experimental ideas that responded directly to the gallery’s
physical architecture, as well as provide a platform for
audience awareness of the creative process.
The exhibition Generativity is an appropriate capstone to the
contributions attempted over the years by Suyama Space.
The term generativity has been defined in different ways, but
Jonathan Zittrain refers to it as “a system’s capacity to produce
unanticipated change through unfiltered contributions from
broad and varied audiences.” (The Future of the Internet and
How to Stop It, pg.70). This feels consistent with our evolved
programming described above.
Fernanda D’Agostino’s Generativity investigates the
often invisible structures through which nature sculpts
and regenerates itself. The connecting thread that ties
together D’Agostino’s work is the notion of the viewer as
an active participant immersed in a prepared environment.
Collaborating with her Montreal programmer Jim Bell, she
has presented a new approach to technology through reactive
video, sculpture, live and filmed performance, reactive
electroacoustic sound, and natural elements, connecting
them all in a direct response to the unusual architecture of
Suyama Space.
A filmed choreography is integrated in the installation
as a technological echo; the related live performance
that occurs during the second month of the exhibition
features collaboration between D’Agostino and Montreal
choreographer Isabelle Choinière. This project collaboration
is D’Agostino’s latest investigation incorporating performative
elements in her work.

Fernanda D’Agostino and Isabelle Choinière are both
innovators in the field of new media art, exhibiting their work
internationally. Portland-based D’Agostino has completed
numerous national and international public commissions
and solo exhibitions, many incorporating moving images in
novel ways. She has been awarded the Bronson Fellowship,
Flintridge Foundation Fellowship, and artist grants from
the National Endowment for the Arts, The Andy Warhol
Foundation, and Montana and Oregon State Fellowships.
D’Agostino began her career as a performance artist.
Isabelle Choinière is an international artist, researcher,
author and teacher of new contemporary performative
practices, and currently visiting professor in the Department
of Theater at the University of Quebec in Montreal. She holds
a Ph.D. in the Philosophy of Integrative Arts from Planetary
Collegium, Plymouth University. Her interdisciplinary and
integrative research looks at the development of new models
of performativity emerging with technology and alternative
approaches to dance involving the somatic.
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GENERATIVITY-IMMERSIVE ECOEROS
Justin Charles Hoover
Generativity unites organic materials with digital media,
in an environment that entangles Eros and the sublime to
express nature’s balance between destruction and creation.
Alternating between macroscopic and microscopic forms,
projections of oceans, storms, and clouds pair with
microrhizomes, sparks, and firing clusters of dendritic
neurons. Human legs twine into the sky amidst billowing
clouds, reflecting the twisting impressions of ivy vines
sculpted by time. Seed vials resemble oceanic or biomorphic
organs or pods, while a monumentally scaled form woven of
sticks suggests a nest, cornucopia, domicile or trap.

Shaping the physical space of the installation are colonies
of hand peeled vines, harvested from the trees they invaded.
They trace the slow fingerprint of growth over a long period
of time. Each has a distinct but subtle curvature, impressions
of the trees on which they grew. Without intervention these
vines eventually suffocate and kill their hosts but in this
manifestation the “ghost trees” provide a quiet sense of
irrefutable determination. This is where the tension of
the show lies; in describing the natural balance between
destruction and creation.
While artists employing both digital and organic materials
often find a conflict between form and content, this
combination of earthy materials and electronic media never
feels discordant or tangential. Instead, the forms of the vines,
the monumental linga-esque nest object, and glass vessels
with seed pods play perfectly, back and forth between the
aesthetics of the sublime and the erotic depicted in the
projected media. The sense of an organic generation of form
present in both the natural and digital elements unifies the
room. The Japanese might refer to this unifying aesthetic
as Wabi-Sabi, or an aesthetic worldview of transience and
imperfection of form. More simply put this is a show about
impermanence and regeneration in all its frightful grandeur
and poetic simplicity.
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The room’s elemental alchemy is expressed through layers of
reactive audio and video projections. Footage of bee colonies
intercut with windstorms, while cloud formations fade into
ocean tides. Bright red sparks from a pagan fire festival in
rural Italy streak across the scene, an underwater dancer
tumbles through a pool and a group of near naked dancers
writhes as one large, singularly minded “collective body.” All
these images shift between three distinct projections that not
only cover the transparent scrim bisecting the room, but also
layer across the floor, walls, and even spill across each other.

At the heart of nature is a sense of Eros––reproduction
drives all life; even through destruction nature seeks
regeneration. Generativity, in this sense balances natural
opposites––growth with decay, chaos with calm, yet the
exhibition transcends the dualities of life’s extremes. Lust
balances temperance, force is overcome by gentleness.
These complexities embody the similarities between the
wild outside and the wild within us. This work reframes our
humanity as meteorological in scale and geological in time.
It describes the act of love as a singularity, endless, a black
hole whose form traces the simple curves of a bird’s nest or
the arms of a lover’s embrace.
Justin Charles Hoover is Program Director at Gallery Wendi
Norris in San Francisco.

ARTIST STATEMENT
Fernanda D’Agostino
the seeds; archived in a plethora of blown glass forms, evoke
some of the marvel I felt collecting them. More than anything I
hope visitors feel our entwinement with nature in their bodies.
Sensual performance footage from choreographers Isabelle
Choiniere and Linda K Johnson, suggest the animating
principal “Eros,” and our inescapable entanglement with life’s
proliferating forms. Their bodies fade in and out of nature’s
patterns, at times mirroring the physical structures of the
installation. A transparent scrim varies the layers of video
visible around the gallery. Projections appear on the scrim
and also pass through it, painting the floor and walls with
distorted echoes of the main scenes. This transparency, along
with creative coding mixing the video in real time, produces
endless unpredictably, echoing nature’s generativity and the
layering our minds produce in dreams. Thanks to Isabelle
Choiniere for her beautiful performance video and to Jim
Bell for his wizardry in creating the coding that brings
Generativity to life.
www.fernandadagostino.com
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In Psychology “generativity” is focus on future generations;
in Biology, structures of proliferation; for Linguists, “using
rules to generate varying meaning from underlying forms.”
Generative art uses coding to produce evolving meaning
outside the creator’s direct control. These varying definitions
of generativity all seem germane to Suyama Space and its
history as an engine of creative growth. As I began work the
precarious state of the natural world was also on my mind.
Environmentalist John Reuter introduced me to a palette of
the characteristic forms nature uses to shape itself. These
“architectural” structures suggested a vocabulary and syntax
with which to approach the space. In searching for a way
to make work about the generativity of nature that didn’t
contribute to its destruction, restoration and archiving
became key studio processes. Ivy vines with their dendritic
growth patterns are big, beautiful and destructive. Removing
them extends a tree’s life for years. Vines I harvested became
the landmark ghost trees shaping the space. Collecting native
seeds, a vital activity in preserving diversity, brought me an
intimacy with nature I hadn’t known since childhood. I hope
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